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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

v riting

is beyond doubt a universal art .

lives are dependent upon it .

l-ost of us throughout our

Hardly a moment passes in our working hours

that we are not in some way reminded of its utility .

Civilization could

not have developed so far without the written word .

ithout alphabet ,

art would have been almost useless .

There could be no preservation of i-

deas .
From tre time of our first scrawled A, B, C I s , until we learned how
to write , we were all students of the alphabet .

The develo

ent of the

alphabet is frequently called the greatest achievement of the human mind .
In all countries a.rrl races studies prove writing to be an unending source
of interest to students ., for the story of writing is the story of man-

kind . 1
friting is important first as an instrument in school work .

It is

of value as a menas of recording information gained by pupils, or the
judgments which they have formed .
Writing is useful in the second place, as a means of organizing
thought and making it definite .
when he said,

11

Francis Bacon referred to this value

riting maketh an exact man . 11

\

riting helps the organi-

zation of thought by enabling one to have before him at the same tiI:J.e
the different points which he is endeavoring to present .

Without the

help of writing it is difficult to keep in m:ind the aspects of a subject .
As students advance in their work they will also find it necessary
to take notes of spoken lectures.

The facility with which they can do

1 . Tommy Thompson, The Script Letter , The Studio Publishing Co ., p . 9.
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this will greatly influence the amount which they are able to gain from
such lectures.
In all these cases tre degree of the usefulness of the writing w.ill

depend very largely upon the ease and fluency with which the pupil can
write , as well as upon the legibility of the written record .

There is

no question that the efficiency of a student is influenced very considerably by the facility with ,-nich he can write .

When it comes to the vocational use of writing, one finds it to
vary all the way from the infrequent incidental use , such as that ,-mich
is put by carpenters who keep records of orders and jobs , to that of the

addresser, whose sold business is to write .

An evidence of its importance

may be noted from emphasis placed upon it for the commercial students . 1
Statement of Problem

Until recent y ears little effort was put forth to teach manuscript
writing in public schools .

Most teachers taught writing as they were

taught , -1hen pupils of t,,.1.-ie first grade .

Hence , there were as many dif-

ferent patterns as there were teachers of beginners .

Some children found

it easy to follow the patterns set up by their earlier teachers , while
many others found it almost impossible .
l-i.any of the teachers employed to teach beginners in Texas, have not

been trained formally to do the job satisfactorily .

Having knowledge of

the influence of muscular coordination upon the ac.nievement of the
child • s handwriting ras been more or l ess unlmown .

It has only been since 1941 that Texas issued Children I s Handwriting
1. Frank N. Freeman and Mary L. Dougherty., How to Teach Handwriting, A
Manual for Teacrers . Pp . 1- 2 .
-
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Guides - Number I, in 'l'filich complete instructions were given for manuscript in the first grade .
In the fall of 1946, Texas adopted the spelling series known as
Spelling Goals .
grade eight .

These spellers begin with grade tw and run through

Book t\..o has only manuscript form, but book three goes in-

to the cursive.
The State does not issue Goals in Spelling for gr ade one, but it
can be purchased from the Webster Publishing Company, 1908 Washington,
Avenue , st • Louis, }.-iissouri .

Emphasis is not placed on spelling in book

one, but rather on manuscript writing.
A number of teachers have sensed these changes in the teaching of
writing either by handling the above mmtioned materials, attending summer school recently, or by having their attention called to these changes
by school administrators.

Many teachers are still holding on to the cur-

sive form for beginners .
Effort will be put forth in this study to answer the follow:ing
questions :
l.

Do first grade children write cursive more legibly than
they do manuscript?

2.

Which type requires most supervision?

,3.

Which type seems to develop most fatigue?

4. Where do we find most of the voluntary writing?
5.

Is there any direct correlation between manuscript writing
and learning to read?

6.

Is it essential for the child 'bo watch the movements in the
writing as well as observe the finished copy before he
attempts to write?

4

Purpose of Stuiy
The purpose of this study is to corr.pare the handwriting achievements
of first grade pupils trained in manuscript writing with tmse trained in
the use of cursive, and soroo of the effects each has upon the child.
Scope
The comparison suggested in this study was set up for first and second grades .

Samples of 561 first and second grade pupils were collected

from 22 schools o
Source

9f..

~

This comparitive study includes research materiaJ.s from professional
books on the teaching of manuscript wri ti:1g, manuals, magazines, journals,
bulletins, personal interviewj;, and specimens of writing from first and
second grade children .
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CHAPl'ER II

RELATED LIT"'R TURE
Manuscript •,Ti tiJ1g is not new.

It is similar to that used in mak-

ing looks by hand before the invention of the printing press .

In England

manuscript writing has been used for many . ears a."ld is a favored form of
writing .
jorie :;ise , of England, introduced manuscript writing at Teacher ' s
College, Columbia University in 1922-23 .

throughout the United St.s.tes .

Since t1en i."lterest has spread

The lett<.!rs are easily made, consisting

of circles or "art circles and strai 6 ht li."les .
Stella P. J.rrington says,

11 ...

b::rnt eighteen years ago manuscript writ-

in6 was introduced exped..mentully in s0J,1e private s~hools and laboratory
institutions in this countrJ , with very satisfactory results . 111

Since

these were published and this form of writing \·ras recommended by experts
for the lower elementary grades , at least , its popularity in the American

schools has been spreaaing rapidly .
country who were keenly aware of

tre

Teachers in various sections of the
difficulties involved in the use of

the cursive writing, with beginners, have in turn been experi..1nenting nth
manuscript writing in their own situations with gratifying results .
One of the eB.rliest experiments in manuscript writing in this country was made by !·.iss i-ajorie

College , in 1922 .

·1

·ise in Horace hann School, Teacher t s

First 6 rade children who were awout five years of age

were selected according to their muscular control, a.l'J.d a:r ma5 ed in two
groups representing 'coth bood control and poor control.
1 . Twentieth Yearl::ook, The National Elementary

Vol . XX, p . 469 .

These two groups

rincipals, July 1941,

6

were taught by two equally good teachers , one group learning manuscript
t the md of the period it was found that all

and one group cursive •

those children learning manuscript could write legibly, even those with
poor muscular control., rut in the cursive group only those with good control wrote legibly.
An experiment was conducted through the school year 1938-;39, with

f _irst grade pupils of the Brockton, 1-Iassachusetts public schools by
1-larion l iles .

It was indicated that the size of the handwriting tools had

little effect on handwri t:ing achievements or on physical reaction accompanyi.,.,g handwriting .

The conclusion was that there is little justifica-

tion for use by beginners of tools other than those already standardized
for use throughout life . 1

• I . Gates and Helen Brown conducted a controlled experiment to discover -whether printsc ript writing has advantages over· cursive writing in
the lower grades.

Forty-four pupils in grade 1B were divided into two

equated groups, and during the term one group .\las taught cursive, the
1

other group printscript .

In both quality and speed of writ:ing, the print-

script showed a distinct superiority.

Furthermore, it is more popular

with the pupils than the cursive , which doubtless is a potent factor in
caus:ing them to learn manuscript more satisfactorily than cursive . 2
Jennie 'fahlert , Primary Supervisor, St . Louis , Missouri , performed
an experiment:

For two years manuscript writing ,. as used in all the

first grade rooms in St . Louis .

In the observation, it was found that

children could copy ·with little or no effort any word they needed to express their interest .

Just how easy it was they tried to find out by the

1. Marion E . Wiles, The Handwriting for Beginners ., Harvard Bulletin, p . JA7 .
2 . E . L . Ritter an:i L . • Shepherd, l•1ethods of Teaching in To\rm and Rural
Schools, p . 1890
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following e.>..--periments .

Is manuscript writing an easier tool than cursive

writing for beginning first grade children?
Children i!!,

~

Experiment:

Eight rooms of beginning first grade children, twelve weeks in
school.
Experimental groups (manuscript)
Two rooms of Tialian children (Henty)
Two rooms of American children (Irvin)

Controlled groups (cursive)
Tl-o rooms of Ttalian children ( 0 'Fallon)

Two rooms of American chilcire.n (Columbia)
The American children were paired, as were the Italian children.
The eight teachers discussed the method of carrying on the ex-

periment and selected the Thorndike Scale for handwriting of children .

The first and fourth tests seemed to have pointed out that:

1.

There were no failures .

2.

Children improved in legibility more quickly.

3.

l-'J.ental and chronolocical ages do not enter into the program
of handwriting children.

After observing all first grade children's handwriting over a
period of seven years, observations are as follows :

l. Manuscript practically removes the disadvantage of two
kinds of script w:i.. th which the chil dren have had to con-

tend, in learning to read and write .
2.

They can compare IIX)re readily the print with the manuscript.
Any error is more easily observed.

3.

All fi r st grade children can acquire this tool.

There are

8

no failures . 1
In the fall of 1936, manuscript writing ,.as introduced in t ·.:o first
grade classes in Sandford, Florida, while the other classes continued the
use of cursive writing .

Although satisfactory results in cursive had been

obtained in many cases in previous years , most teachers felt this had been
at a great expense of time
the manuscript form .

am. strain, and were eager to experiment . · th

t the en

of tne first year the results were so

pleasing that it was decided to continue the experiment the f ollovsing year
with all the first grade sections taking part .

At the end of the second

year the entire group of teachers using manuscript writing in the first
grade were in complete agreement with the results reported by the other e:x.per:iJ:lents . 2

In consideration of the present use of which the child makes of handwriting, together with the probable use he d.11 make of it as an adult,
and since the aim of instruction is to help the c 'ld acquire with the

greatest ease and economy of time, manuscript is a style of handwriting
which reduces less mechanical difficulties, and stimulates interest in
reading and spelling .

In This scientific age it is not enough to teach the child handwriting to meet the needs of his or her school, but to teach life-like
situations .
11

The tempo has been speeded up, and to keep pace -d.th this

strea.wline 11 age , the child must be made writing conscious .
Mable Mack Daniel points out:
The keynote of legible writing is to create a desire on the

1 . Childhood Education, Vol . 8, September 1931-32, p. 518 .
2 • Twentieth Yearoook, The ational Elementar;x: Principals (Bulletin),
"Language Arts in the Elementary School, " July 1941., Vol . XX, No . 6.,

p . 469 .
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child to write better .
riting needs supervision .
fter t he desire has been created,
practice must be .;i ven which is purposeful and intelligent. The
first step is to select practice ma.terial . Let the child have a
voice in t h e selecting t he subject of his practice period . Why
should a child be required to practice making a capital £ when
he can already make a good capital C? A better way would be
group the children according to their needs and let each group
meet specific needs • 11 1
Both visual and mtor images are improtant in aeveloping handwriting
skills .

The teach er should be a good example in all written work.

Chil-

dren are :imitators, and admiration for the teacher's handwriting will give
them a desire to excel .
Our handwriting will improve when every teacher shoulders his or her
responsibility

am. refuses to accept scribbling .

"Let I s put our shoul-

ders to the wheel for better handwriting . "
The writer does

ot mean to imply that the studies referred to as be-

ing related to the present study are all of the studies which have been
made concerning this very important study.

These studies were presented

merely to point out the recognition being given throughout the United
States to this type of study, a~d to point out the different aspects of
the writing problem -which are being studied.

1 . The Texas Outlook, Deca:n.ber 1948, State Teachers Association .
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CHAPTER III
AN ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
In the babel of confusions regarding the relative merits of t eaching
manuscript writing rath er than cursive, one is reluctant about choosing
vlhich method to use , or just where to seek an answer .
the children t hemselves .

One good source is

When given an opportunity to learn both methods

and to exhibit them, pupils are likely to give further insight into the
problem .

The relationship of r eading rates and speeds of learning is

likely to be ascertained, also .

In an investigation thQt compared the abilities in cursive and manuscript writing, Dorothy Leggitt1 of t he 'ydown School in Clayton, Missouri,
T.

found that manuscript writing ability is gained more easily or more rapidly
than cursive writing abDity .

She further concluded t hat manuscript writ-

ing has its merits and should be included in t he penmanship course .
Henry G. ,fueat2 of Marshall College, Huntington ,

est Virginia, found

that manuscript writing was needed and beneficial especially through the
f irst four grades after which time it should be replaced by the cursive
method.
Luella Cole.3 of Berkeley, California says ,

11

Far from believing that

a t e acher must write well before she teach well, I am convinced t hat the
exact opposi. te is the case . 11
Many young people want to write .

They begi.11 by scribbling and on

l . Dorothy Leggit, 11 A Comparison of Abilities in Cursive and Manuscript
friting and in Creative , rt,. 11 School Review, 1941,. p . 55 .
2 . Harry G. heat, 11 '.l'he Adaptability of Pupils to Manuscript Writing, 11
Elementary School Journal, Vol . 32, 1931- 32 . p. 622 .
J . Luella Cole , "Heresy in Handwriting, 11 Elementarz School Journal, Vol.
September- Jun~ 1937-.38. p. 008 .

38,

11

being questioned, the scratches which are meaningless to the adult are
easily interpreted by the child .

l~nuscript should be replaced by cursive

writing after the fourth grade .
The specimens used in this study were selected at random and on the
bases of cooperation from twenty- two schools located in eleven counties
of Texas .

The schools ranged in size from small rural schools to fairly

large to..m schools.
l.

Anderson

2.

Angelina

J.

Brazos

4.

Burleson

5.

Cherokee

6•

Henderson

7.

Nacogdoches

8.

Rusk

The counties represented were:

9. Smith
10.

Waller

11.

Washington

The ·number of schools averaged almost two per county .

The schools

participating in the study were contacted in November 1948, and were
asked to cooperate wit h the writer in obtaining data for the compilation
of this -work.

Twenty- three schools were contacted and of this number,

twenty- tID agreed to assist the writer.

The other schools refused to co-

operate for fear that the resul ts of the study would perhaps cause some
embarrassment .

Twenty- three teachers were employed, by the schools studie~

to teach the first and second grades .
in the stuiy as shown in Table Io

A total of 561 pupils were included
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Table I shws the location of the schools from which speciments of
writing, both manuscript and cursive, were obtained.

TABlE I
NAMES OF COUNTJE S WI TH JUHBER OF CHILD

Schools

Pupils

Teachers

Anderson

2

55

2

Angelina

1

47

1

Brazos

3

59

3

Burleson

1

20

1

Cherokee

5

115

5

Henderson

1

25

1

Nacogdoches

1

46

1

Rusk

1

30

1

Smith

5

122

5

Waller

1

17

1

·lashington

1

25

2

22

561

23

Name of County

-

AND TEAC }{2;RS

Tota ls

Smith County, as shown by the a.:.ove table, furnished more specimens
than any one other county.
number of specimens.

Cherokee County furnished the next highest

The number of specimens from these ocunties was

due largely to the number of schools cooperating in the study, there
being five schools in each of the counties (Smith and Cherokee).
Table II shows the number of schools in each county that were teaching manuscript writing and the number that held on to cursive.

Only

of the schools studied are actually teaching manuscript, while

54.5%

teaching cursive.

45.5%
are

The reason for the failure to teach manuscript writing

TABI.E II

NUMBER OF SCHOOL S'lU DlliD TEA0HillJ'G
mscRIPT AND CURSIVE WRITING
IN THE FIRST T,.O GRADES (1 Ail!D 2)

Number of Schools Te.ac lrlng
Manusc ript Writing in First

Number of Schools Teaching

and Second Grades

and Second Grades

Anderson

2

0

2

.Anizelina

0

1

1

Brazos

2

1

3

Burleson

0

1

1

Cherokee

2

3

5

Henderson

0

1

l

Nacogdoches

0

1

1

Rusk

0

1

1

Smith

2

J

5

Waller

1

0

1

Washington

l

0

l

Collllty

a.

Only

Cursive Writing in First

.

Totals

45 . 5% of schools studied are teaching manuscript writing, while 54. 5% are not teaching it .

..l.

C+lAP--1 :C
EA~~e.c,

&'< M4~ SC~IPT

Wlt.\Te

ZS

S

is perhaps s1ue to Jack of preparation on the pa.rt of teachers .

This state-

ment is made without an atte pt to infer th?t teach.ars are not well trained
for the job they are supposed to do , but rather as a result of observation
in which the writer found that courses in manuscript writing are not being

offered in the teacher- training institutions of Texas .

This is not neces-

sarily meant as a criticism of the college, but is only a statement of
fact .
In measuring the 561 specimens from these twenty- two schools, specimens from the ten schools teaching manuscript ranged from quality good to
that of very ~od, i..hile those specimens from the twelve schools teaching cursive fell along the rmge from poor to fair .
After a close follo\-1- up of these specimens using as criteria for
measurement,

~ ~

;Jrite, Graves and Conard scales, Table III and Chart I

show how children ' s writing measured on the above named handwriting scales.
'fhe analysis seem to point strongly the following directions:

1. That over 61% of tre gra.:ies assigned were "Poor," while only
2 . 4% made scores of

11

Excellent. 11

2 . That those pupils who are taught manuscript writing are not
given enough practice to E:nable them to master the art.

3. That a large number of these students, perhaps too large a
number, do not write legibly enough to be well understood .
Chart II shows how these children from whom specimens were obtained
were distrihl.ted according to age .

!fore than forty- four percent of all

pupils gave their ages six years old.
more years old.

Um.le seventy- four were nine or

This IJBans that more than 13% of the children in the

f irst t,'IO grades of the schools studied are overage or retarded, or
both.

No attempt was made to determine the number of each, neither the
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TABLE III
SCORES

Score

IBNED BY THE PUPILS Ill MANUSCRIPT ilRITING BY COUNTIES~i-

County
, Anderson Angelina. Brazos Cher-okee Na.cogaoches Smith Burleson aller ',lashington Rusk Henderson

EK.cellmt

12

trmv Goo d

8

Good

10

Fair

15

Poor

10

Totals

55

* Gives

2

15

5

'

1

10

33

27

11

'33

6

42

25

76

35

80

14.

4.7

59

115

46

122

20

5

,I

4

2
2
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same in.formation as Chart I .

57; of pupils are
II

11

II

6 years old
7
II
11
8
II
It

<f II

II

II

9

19_.;

14%

II

6,o

35' II
.J% ,,
.7%

II

11

II

4

II

II

II

11

II

lllQ •

II

n

ll

rt

11

II

IIJ2

II

II

4

1.l..

10

15

16

15

25

30

25

19

cause of same.
The legibility of the manuscript writing far exceeded that of the
cursive writing if we measure legibility based on the rate at ,mich the
writing could be read .
Some very definite conclusions -which could be dra:wn from these findings are:
1.

Children in the first a..'1.d second gr ades earn better scores when
writing manusc ript than when writing cursive .

2.

Unless manuscript writing is taught by a trained teacher, the
scores earned by pupils are likely to be low.

3. Legibility of manuscript writing far exceeds that of cursive
writing anong first and second grade pupils.

4. Courses in manuscript \"l'iting are needed

by teachers, and teacher-

training institutions should begin to meet these needso
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CHAP'Fiill IV
METHOD AND TECHNIQUES USED IN 'l'E CHING 1' mscRIPI' .. RITING

Techniques Followed
The methods used in the teaching of manuscript writi'lg are very im-

portant .

They help to determine the interest and experiences of children .

By method, we mean the general procedure . Method also seeks to make effective or is a convenient
of doing thL'l"lgs .

ay of acquainting the pupil with best ways

Before speaking of methods further , it will be well

to make clear that this movement is not a new method of teaching but, a
new model, especially :in the United States .

It is a change of form of

letters , rather than in the way of presentation .
11

Marjorie Wise says,

Any method of teaching that applies to teaching a running hand can also

be applied to manuscript . 111
The first requirement of a good method is that it provides abundantly for individual differences , appreciation , and interest on the part

of the child .
It is important to consider methods i! terms of definite aims :
1.
2.

J.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Proper At titude
Position
Movement
Speed
Neatn~ss
rrangement
-luality
Spacing
Size

Proper Attitude .

Pupils s.}iould be taught to appreciate as an indi-

vidual accomplishment , the ability to write well.

l . ~-~arjorie lise , ~ The Tech."lique of Hanuscript 'iriting, p .. 19 .
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Position.

A relaxed, comfortable position should be maintai.ned at

the desk and at the blackboara, since health is the first essential or
It is important tm.t children !orm earzy the habit of main-

educa.tion.

taining t he correct, healthful lJOSition at the desk .
Movement .

The importance of a smooth, thythmic writing movement can-

not be over emphasized.
Speed .

wrii:.:ng .

Speed has an important influence upon the qu... lity of hand-

Too fast a rate will cause carelessly formed letters, while too

slow a rate results in a waste of tiJne .
Neatness .

,Jithout exception, neatness is one essential which every

child should be taught from the begin."lin6 •

Papers Nith too -nany crossed

out letters or ~·~rds, or frequent erasures should not be accel ted by the

teacher .

Arrangement .

Just as spacing between letters end bet,-,een \':ords af-

fect legibility, s~cin3 of margins and bet,1een lines contributes to the
general ap1 earance of the r:age .

The teacher should give definite instruct-

ions concemL"lg margins, indention of paragraphs, a.-id neatness .

l-:argins

should be uniform down t.""le Jage .

f~luality.

Line quality, or u.11iform smoothness of line is an :inporta'l1t

elerr.ei1t i.1 ha.ndwritin 0 ., because it affects the general appearance of the
page .

The strokes 5}-ow.d be stead/, liet,.t and smooth.

Tremulous lineo

indicate le.ck of control and absence of rhythm in movement ; heavy, laborous lines indicate a lack of free . .ovement a.11.a speed; shaded li11es may
1

indicate too much pressure on down strokes, incorrect posi tion, or a poor

penpoint, or pencil .
Spacing.

Spacing in ha.'"ld~•,riting includes mar gins, indentions, and

spacing bet,;een :parts of letters, between l etter s , bet11een .:or ds , and be-
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tween li..'rles , all affect legibility .
Size .

The size of letters affects the speed of hand,·,Titing .

At

primary levels where speed is not a factor to be emphasized, the pupil ' s
writing should be larger than at the upper levels w. ere speed beco.nes of
greater importance .
enable t:00 pupils to

The desirable size is that which is large enough to
:rite the activities of their level with sufficient

speed .
Correct size consists also of uniformity of the size of letters in

a given size-group .

Size can be influenced greatly by the ruling of pa.per.1

Learning Situations .

J: ·ethod also involves what one is trying to do .

Frank N. Freeman , ,mo has made a special study on how children learn to
write , says :
"Every indication points to the necessity of making small
demands on the snall child in respect to both the accuracy and
the speed of writing . 11 2
In nursery school, kindergarten, and first grade children observe and

manipulate many things.

The handling of varied materials, blocks , clay,

sand, wood , paper, and so on, helps to develop the muscles of the arms ,
hands and fingers .
ment .

Many toys which children enjoy aid in this develo

Pegboards , ,--iooden beads, simple puzzles strengthen and develop the

muscles a~d help the child to achieve fine coordination .
draw have little difficulty learning to write .

Children who

They have the ability to

see real or imaginative form plus a gift for execution . 3
Skills .

Skills involved in learning to write include four essentials :

1 . Minnie B. Graves , "Stories in Script, " Progressive Handwriting Guidance,
p . 3- 10 .
2 . Child Craft , 1ays of Learning, Vol . II , p . 104 .
3. Ibid ., Pp. 106-1.J.l.
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1 . Ability to see form .

2. Ability to reproduce t he image that is seen .

3. The muscular development and coordination necessary to reproduce
the form with s::>me degree of legibility and speed .

4.

An interest in

t he task to be performed.

Since writing is a skill, practice is one of t he necessary skills .
A rlI'iting readiness period mey-- precede t he introduction of any fonn of
writing .

The prime essential in attaining legibility is a favorable attitude
of t ne pupil ; tha t is he should have the desire to make his handwriting
legi ble to others .
A writing readiness period should include activiti es :
a natural and related activity .

(1) Drawing is

Children draw lines with their fingers

on frosty window panes, trace pictures with sticks in the sand, and find
pleasure in using different mediums of graphic expression .

So

drawing

with chalk on t he blackboard and w"i th c halk and crayons on paper gives

children an easy, natural eans of expressing their ideas before they
learn to write .

Drawing also develops certain muscular control .

Another related activity is the making of rhythmic movements .

(2)

Making

lines to picture ideas, such as curves for swinging., slanting lines for
sliding, and others furnish practice in rhythmic muscular motion .

exerci ses are recommended by authorities to be done acco
expressed in appropriate rhymes .

These

ing to rhythm

Freeman1 illustrates this by suggest-

ing that a picture of a candle be drawn on the board and the child make
curved lines over the top as he says the rhyme aoout Jack- Be- Nimble .

1 . Ritter and Shepher d, 2.E.• cit ., Pp . 185- 187 .
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Circular movements may likewise be the expression to accompany Pita-Pat .

(3) Watchin.g a teacher write stories and verse which children

dictate is another device .

Thus , they see the motions involved in writ-

ing is a means of expressing and conveying ideas .

(4)

aking lines and

scribbling may appear trivial but are helpful and should be encouraged .

In this way, children get practice in holding the writing tools and also
gain in muscular control.l
Because correctly taught manuscript writing makes the teaching of
reading our most vital tool subject, a great deal easier, we must do
something with our manuscript program.
Teachers must strees position to accomplish anything \•ti.th tools .
The pupils must be taught to sit erect, but not stiffly, in their seats .
Their feet should be on the floor ~d both arms on the desk .
drive a car very well lying

do 1 m and

You cannot

you cannot write that way either .

Teach the following sequence of actions , to five counts, so that the
pupils are all ready to begin ,.,urk in a few seconds .

This leads to a

good final position .
1 . Sit erect, feet on floor, anns at sides .
2 . Shake hands at sides .

3. Raise anns a

ve desk; fingers drop .

4 . Drop arms lightly on desk, elbows on lower desk corners , and both
hands

on writ:ing paper, which is held vertically.

5. Take pencil; held lightly, one finger on top and three fingers
bent naturally.
Now that the pupils are sitting up and ready to write , we must present the \-Ork in such a way as to develop an easy, swinging speed for
1. ~

•, Pp . 185- 187.
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their tool of written expression .
coming tense.

Children must be helped to avoid be-

Showing that you approve this or that pupil or row, en-

courages good positions .

One might say, row one, three has the tallest

heads today, or it might be well to say, row two seems to have such nice
helper feet on the floor .

Throw in many such r emarks if you wish your

pupils to keep good positions, and good positions are basic in preventing tenseness .
Another way to prevent or relieve tenseness is by

11

air work. 11

The

teacher introduces all new work in the air before the pupils attempt any
work on paper .

She puts a letter or wor d on the blackboard, and the

pupils, sitting at their desks, pretending that t hey have a snail blackboard before them in tre ajr •

They make the same letter or word that the

teacher retraces as she counts to the tempo of a good march.
To be sure that pupils are doing the 'WOrk correctly in the air and
are keeping time with the counting, the teacher may have a pupil leader
do the retrace work at the blackboard.

She then stands at the back of

the room as she counts to see whether any pupil needs help in getting the
correct swing.
The air work gives pupils a visual and motor pattern before they
start using pencils.

It el:ilninates many mistakes and relieves the tense-

ness developed by too heavy a mental and motor load.

In the past such

a load has caused children to hump over their desks and laboriously draw
the letters instead of swinging them easily.
Do not forget that strain a.."ld tenseness develop fatigue and dislike
for writing, - both of which it is hoped will be avoided.
Why do we teach beginners the capital letters first1
good reasons for doing so .

There are two
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1. The capitals logically fit into pupils ' life situations and ex-

periences.

Children read si@'.ls long before they recognize body wri t:ing

or sentences .

They point proudly to traffic signs and say, "That green

says, Go , G-0, Go .

That red seys, Stop, S-T- 0- P, Stop. 11

They also read

signs in shop windows, or in the parks .
2 . Nearly half of the capital letters, when made in small size, be-

come the small manuscript letters .

Introducing tha'!l. first as capitals

allows the pupils to make them in large size, which promotes large motor
coordination.
Since t he capital letters are soon presented, t he pupils readily make
"'natever small letters in rela ted groups and use them in ,•;ords.
During tIB time that small letters, built on a small circle base, are
being presented, we give the children their first sentence experiences .
Thus, the beginners gain a grasp of their writing tool and are ready to
use it in all daily v,,;>rk.

Gaining acquaintance with this logically pre-

sented writing tool has bem a happy experience because of a sense of accomplishment .
At this point, it is suggested that all written work be done at the
pupil' s desk on a standard l:L~ed paper three- eighths i..~ches between lines .
All capitals 'Will be two spaces tall and all small letters will be one
space tall, except for tall or tail letters, "Which ,,1.11 use an extra space
above or below.

The rest of the capitals - except I, which is just one

stroke - fit in or over the circle .

They are :

C, D, G, M, O. Q, W.

Nearly half of these capitals shrink in size to make the small letters,
and the remaining small letters fit over the small-size circle are the the

small a, b, c, d, e, f , g, h, j , n, o . p, q, r , u , and y .

The top of and

the tail of g, j , and y , fit over a circle of the sa~e width above or be-
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low the small base circle .

The "m" is our only very wide, small letter

and it is as wide as two small circles side by side .
The small c , i , k, 1, o , s , t , v , w, x , and z are shrunken capitals,
with a few slight variations .
11 has

The small k , "has a taller back, " the 1

no foot," the small i has a dot., and the small t

11 extends

above the

cross . "
If standards are to be set and make the children happy through attainment of these standards, it is necessary to give the easier capitals first

and then the more difficult ones and have the pupils make signs with these
letters .

They can learn to form the capitals and use them in easy sign

words in about the time it takes to gain reading readiness .

Duri...".lg this

time encourage them to use their ov.n initials as a signature .
For macy years first- grade pupils did all their early ~iriting on the
blackboard.

They could hardly wait until school was dismissed to hurry

home and ask for paper, they would show the family ~mat they had learned
at school that day l

Here indeed was a struggle, and tenseness and many

mistakes developed .
Sometimes teachers let the children write on unlined paper .
happened?

What

The pupils made all sizes of letters from huge, scrawled charac-

ters to tiny pinched letters ev~n smaller than those of adults .

This pro-

cedure also resulted in many mistakes that had to be corrected later at
the expense of unhappy childra-i .
If children begi.n on paper .•ith lines, using first the simpler capitals, they have a logical 11 writing readiness" preparation for real sentence writing •
.!i.

few pupils have poor motor coordination and o:ver- run the lines .

It has been pointed out that such children should be encouraged for their
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effort by tellin6 trem that it will not be long before t heir writing will
11

walk on the lines . 11

The followi ng is a suggested groupi 1g of capitals for each 1-{eek of
the first six weeks 1

"~

rk :

I , L, E, F, T
H, N, U, M
D, P, B, R, K

,-\, V, W, X
O, C, G

s, J

The capital I is just one straig.1-).t stroke, without a top or bottom
bar.

\·ihy?

Because that straight line takes one stroke .

If there is a

top and bottom bar, three counts are payed for evecy capital I , instead
of only one .

Remember speed is what counts, and a saving of two counts

is worthr,' hile on this score .

Then too, if a caraless pupil makes the

top bar too long, there is a confusion ·with the capital T.
In i::resenting the circle capital letters, teach pupils to start always at the right side .
be started with an

11

Certain letters (such as O, C, G, and S) should

umbrella. 11

and should be said 1.ri. th their

11

11

The C and G are ,lhistling lett~rs, 11

lips 11 close together.

Young pupils cannot make the compound curve in the center of S, and
are told to make it a fiat slide in the center.

11

The S is flat in the

middle and 1walks a block ' on the center line before it goes down a.~d
and tur.as around ready to go back • 11
Such aids as these, in presenting circle letters, ,rill prevent a
great many mistakes .
The first fundamental of good manuscript letters properly placed in
a 1iord - can be presented when the pupils make signs with capitals . Explain that t.he letters should

II

stand close to gether11 in a sign .

The second fundamental of good manuscript 1:riting space between each

tw words, can be taught to pupils when they are writing signs having more
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than one word on a line .
finger .

Between 1:he vords t..hey should leave a space of

At first t.hey may measure 'With a finger if they wish .

Later they

will discontinue this practice if it is remarked "John, I like the way you

are using your eyes to ~asure t11e space between the words , 11 or

not need to rooasure 'With your finger now .

11

You do

I am going to be looki-Ylg for

other g,od eye •r.orkers . 11

At the end of a period of six or more weeks ,

tre

pupils have learned

many thi..,'1gS .

They realize that they are to make their letters quickly

and softly .

They know how to make all capitals except Q and Z, and how

to keep certain letters close together and th us write many signs .

The third fundammtal., which gives control

am

speed to manuscript

writing (leaving the pencil on the paper until the small letter is finished) , is also very important • 1

Painting and

riting .

Painting and wr.i. ting are like twin sisters

who are not exactly alike , but are similar in many ways .
between painting and writing lies

i_r1

The similarity

the fact that ooth are creative work.

In each case someone wakes up, remembers or :imagines experiences, and expresses his thoughts and feelings about these experiences in the best way

he can .
Primary children cannot write their stories with ease, because the

labor of forming letters , spelling words , and arranging sentences., is so
great that the thought , or feeling is usually lost .

Drawing the pictures

that the story tells is much easier.
In drawing, painting, model.ing or building ., the self expression is
more direct .

It is a natural lm:iguage, t11e mechanics not obstruct the

1. Ruth Kittle,

11

Teach.i ng Manuscript Wri ting, 11 The Instru.otor, September

1946, PP • Jl, S5-98.
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flow of thought .

The ideas flow freely fro.. experience to mind, to hand,

to material, such as paper or clay . 1
Rhythm .

The use of thythm in handwriting increases legibility and

ease of writing, as it tends to give greater c-0ntrol of the writing movement .

Rhythm in handwriting means that writing movement is slower at some

placed and faster at otha- places .
certain points in letters and words .

It also means that pauses occur at
In cursive writing , these pauses come

where there is an abrupt change in the direction of the movement, as in
closing the (a) and the (o) or the body of the (p) and the (s) .

In early

stages of learning to use cursive writing, the duration of these pauses

may be emphasized.

s skill develops , they should be less marked .

In-

consistencies in these changes of rate lead to loss of control, and inaccuracy of form results .

It is very important that both teacher and child

know where· these pauses occur, arrl. that they organize the handwriting movement according to them . 2
Music can be used with g,od effect in writing class drill .

It in-

creases the power of control in continuous movement, and promotes freedom ,
A well timed march, two-step, or waltz played

ease and lightness of touch .

softly will help to relax the stranded tension of the muscles .
zhould be practi ced in groups .

Letters

Rhythm in drill promotes smoothness in

writing . 3
Rhythm is one of the fundamental items in the mental and ~hysical
coordination of the child.

1.
2.

3.

Naturally, as better coordination develops ,

11 Learning Creatively, 11 American Childhood, Jan . 1949, p . 8 .
Teacher ' s Handwritin~ l anual, 11 ow We i rite, 11 Worktype Guide I , p . 13 .
Graves and Prewitt, tories in Script, p . 23

Anna Dtmcer,
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the movements made by the child automatically become more controlled .
With these experia1.ces as a basis, the first steps in learning to
wr;i. te are undertaken through the use of rhythms .

The proper time to be-

gin depends upon the child 1 s desire 'b:> write , his need to write , and his

ability to handle the necessary materials .

Usually the child I s first

writing consists of making tallies on the blackboard to record scores in
games .

Later he wishes to write his

me and to label the pictures which

he draws .
Soon the child gains' facility in making rhythms to the vocal accompaniment of nursery rhymes .
drawing .

From the point of view of the child, he is

From the point of view of the teacher, he is gaining control

over his muscles, directing his rovement s , and attaching meaning to such
words as up, do\'m, over, under am round .

1

The writer is sure some teache a •orl.11 be surprised at the mention of

speed for beginners .

:ell: little fellows move quickly in all of their

spontaneous actions, an:i their manuscript writing must be given to them
in ligit enough loads

s:,

that they can move along easily and quickly with

it too .
The first two steps to good writing, therefore (be it manuscript or
cursive), are position and a certain simple, swing speed developed through air 1-.ork of all writing .

a march tempo- -

Suppose four fundamentals are

considered on principles in developin~ good legible manuscript writi.."l.g,
such as:
1. Forms are tD built on a vertical oblong, a large circle , or a
small cic cle .

2 . Letters are to be close t ogether in \-.Urda

1 . The Twentieth Yearbook, 2-E• ill_., p . 448 .
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3. Words are to kept the width of a full circle apart in sentences .

4. To give more controllid speed, pupils are to keep their pencils
on the paper when making a small letter until they have finished
it, except for dotting an {i), crossing a (t) or making the
check mark W1ich completes a (k) .
The letters of this new manuscript writing are of only two widths,
streamlined for ease

am

speed.

By this is meant

that tbe capital letters

can be made on an oblong, one space 'Wide and t v,o spaces high, or on a
circle, two spaces across.

Our commonly used manuscript alphabet has

seventeen widths.
The following capital letters are made as tall. and as wide as the

oblong :

A, B, E, F, H, J, K, L, N, P, R, S, T, U, V, X, Y,

z.
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0
Now that we know how +o made
our four b,·g round copifol letters.
Th e capi tol O has a little brothe~
the9 look alike and are made sarne1
but- the brother ,·s only one spQce fc,II.
We beg,·n him in +he rnidd le <!>n the
right s,de ond SW 1n9 up over +he
hill to make h:rn w,ae round .

QI
There or-e so rnan~ th,n9 s we
con do vvi+h fhe 1;+-He le-l-tc.r 0.
Wh en +'1e lit-I-le. 0 Wcin+s to n,,,,a ke..
a

new let-I-er-

000

he. holds '-'I° h•·s hand.

000

ddd

ddd
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oaoqaaqq
An d

i~ mdJe

b~ pol/in_q
+o

Q

one~ Spdce

Th~ q

cfo5e
+11'e circle ..
is mdde b</ putlin'l ~ +wo- 5pdce one down
in+o +he ba.seme nf.

sfroke

or' one

oa
mak'i?9 9s. The 9,s made 6y pu I/ l nCf CJ one
space stroke info the bdse-

~ircles

men+

dnd

mal<e

cradle

d

li+f le

a
th~
top.of the 9
oe91ns
th
wL

dn ct

and .-fhe

q
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TABLE IV
SQr.!E SCORES EARNED BY PUPILS

Number of Pupils

Seo re Made by Pupils

7

0

15. 5

4

10

8 .. S

3

20

6.6

2

0

3

40

6.6

1

2.2

8

Total

Per Cent

rJJ

7J

15 . 5

4

80

8. 8

6

90
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These scores were earned by the first grade pupils of the school
in which the writer is employed .

The seven who im.de scores of zero

were not reaiy to write , consequently they haci·not been taught manu-

• ..

script writing .
Use

.9£

Visual Aid·s

The use ·of visual aids in teaching children to write arc very
necessary

am

their use cannot be over- emphasized .

Sugh signs as the

traffic signals and billboards along highways sometime give children

mental pictures of certain .-~rds that they, as soon an opportunity
presents itself , try to reproctuce . i

·ithin the classroom the teacher

uses such devices as flash cards, letter charts, pictures, graphs ,
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comic to oks and labeling of articla s to help to st.j mu) ate

to begin or to improve the a.bility to write legibly-.

too

- s has

desire
been

said., people., especially children, are imitators and they attempt

to reproduce what they see,

tl"l:! refore the kind and quality of the

visual aids used will have a direct bear:ing on the kind and quality
of penmanship developed cy- the children who ar,e exposed to them .

Lead-

ing school supply stores throughout Am.erica have any number of different devices \ottich will be invaluable to the teacher and it would be
well for teachers to acquaint themselves lrli. th these sources of su:
plies .

Leading taachers 1

and mettods devised

_

rofessio ~al .. agazines usually have hints

to a id ehildrm in learning

t.o write more legibly.,,

and various ways to improve penmanship generally.
Samples of Writins am Specimen Board

Samples of pupils I writing can be ueed to c ottpare the lfI'i ting of
these pupils at difi'erem. periods during the school year, and not only

to compare the pupil 1 s progress relative to the ::iJ:iprovement shor.,m over
a given period, but also to ;p.ve the pupil an opportunity to compare
his progress with that ma.de by others of the class to which he belongs .
In connection with

tm use

o

specimens of pupil handwriting., a. speci-

men board ca.n be made a vecy useful device .
-r.ork what he does, an

When a child can see the

has an opportunity to compare his "WOrk with his

clasSlllates, he usually develops a desire to ex.cell and once the desire
is developed, progress usu.ally results .
The teacher of 'Writing, therefore, should acquaint herself with

all devices, and methods which

have beai approved on the lookout for
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newer techniques of developing this all- important sld.11.
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If the o holds up ht's hand
very high he wants to
mo ke a d. I-/ old up fhe
ha nd , fwo spaces and pull
down the s-f-roke -fwo spaces
+o +he line .
00 0

ddd

~ ow easy

ddd

;f

is

to

rY1oke

letters

+ha+

n, ake

when

h and

up +o help.

o oo

odd

000

000

000

000

dog

a+

ddd

the O helps
he

99
000

do
do

holds

H,e

+o

h,·s

99 dd
000

go
dog

oodoggaq
00 00

00 00

do go do go

occ e-ee eat cat call coll-e e
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Anal~s1s
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CHAPl'E:R V

SUMMARY 00 CONCLUSION

•
Handwriting, like the ot~r Language Arts, is a tool.
for expressing, recording, and communicating ideas.

It is used

Anything, therefore,

which aids a child to express his thoughts, or thoughts of others in an
effective oral or written language form is an asset.

Handwriting belongs

in this category.
It has been assumed that all teaching should begin with the experi ences of the child, and should develop newer and better experiences.
Scientific study, within the last decade has greatly influenced the
teaching of mmuscript writing.

Throughout all periods of growth hand-

writing is r egarded as a skill associated with meaningful handwriting
situations which are a part of the child 1 s experiences .
One of the chief purposes of handwriting instruction is to meet
with the child, step by step, the demands of his purposes and needs with

goals entirely within hi s 1.mderstanding and his ability to achieve.
The writer believes that the school should be made a place for preparation for daily life.,

am

that every effort should be made toward de-

veloping the lives of young children in such a way that they will get
joy and happiness from use of the tool subjects.
Early in the school year, te .chers should identify pupils who need
individual bU,idance and then organize instructional methods that will
give them as much special help as possible .
All instruction should be intended either to prepare children for,
or to increase their skill in,

too difficult art of independent writing.

In the lijtt of avail.at-le dats, pupils in the first two grades
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should be taught a manuscript form rather than a cursive form of handwriting.

Young children write manuscript fonn with greater legibility

and speed than they write t.'1.e cursive form .

Beginners who are taught

manuscript ••,riting seen to learn word recognition in reading more readily
than do beginners vmo are taught cursive writing.

In addition , the fol-

lowing summary is included as a means of answering questions set forth in
the problem studied:
l o Every attempt should be made to arouse the pupil I s concern
about the legibility of his handwriting and about discovering
'What he needs to do to improve it .
2.

Primary classrooms should have an atmosphere of freedom for
manuscript writing.

J. The activities should

be provided to give boys and girls
opportunities to work i...Yldependently and cooperatively.

4.

leam:ing through o.ctivities, builds readiness for meaningful
writing, reading, and cooperation .

5.

During the time of work periods children should learn to
write i•ri.thout demanding the constant attention of the teacher.

6. Manuscript writing develops creative self-expression.
7.

Properly supervised writing enables children to evaluate
their m..in writing.

8 0 Teachers feel that there is less fatigue in the actual doing

and therefore less strain produced on immature muscles , for
tre child maY: lift his pencil \!then making t'1.e stroke .

9.

Hanuscript writing satisfies tue young child • s desire to
write .

10.

Writing should be taught with life- like situations.

11.

There are no failures .
this tool.

12.

Through manuscript uriting childr en ' s interest and needs to
write are :''.ore easily carried out . It is adaptable to the
ability of children at different age levels .

All first grade children can acquire

Teacher-traini...~g institutions should offer more courses in which

greater emphases are placed on the teaching of penmanship, so as to send
forth better trained teaching person.~el in the schools of America.
Special 6!1phasis ~~ould be placed on the training of children who
deviate from tne normal.

This may be accomplished by special emphasis

placed on education for the handicapped as well as those pupils whose
mental ability is above normal .
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